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**global environmental problems and solutions**
The Global Impact Conference 2021 (GIC 2021) took place on December 1 under the Bridging the Gaps theme. The conference was held with

**global impact conference 2021 featured practical solutions for global challenges**
BioHiTech Global, Inc. ("BioHiTech" or the "Company") (NASDAQ: BHTG), a circular economy and sustainability technology and services company, announces that the Company has changed its name to Renovare

**biohitech global rebrands to renovare environmental, inc.**
Plastic waste of all shapes and sizes permeates the world’s oceans. It shows up on beaches, in fish and even in Arctic sea ice. And a new report from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,

**plastic trash in the ocean is a global problem, and the us is the top source - a new report urges action**
The good news is promising contemporary technologies may soon improve our ability to sustainably manage waste.

**humanity has a trash problem; launching it into space isn't the solution**
Merck (NYSE: MRK), known as MSD outside the United States and Canada, today announced its inaugural issuance of a $1 billion sustainability bond, which was part of an $8 billion underwritten public

**merck issues $1 billion inaugural sustainability bond**
Two problems, one solution Although carbon dioxide is more abundant in the atmosphere, methane’s global warming potential is about 85 times as great over a 20-year period and at least 25 times as

**researchers reveal how to turn a global warming liability into a profitable food security solution**
The Data Conversation Starts Here] Hammerspace’s Global Data Environment is aimed at helping businesses solve several problems where there has not been a real simple solution before, Presley

**hammerspace unveils global data environment, expands channel program**
and at the same time create a favorable environment for our peaceful development, and contribute our wisdom and solution to global issues," he said. A staff member of Sinovac prepares vaccines to

**china not part of world's problems, but part of solutions: chinese ambassador**
NFU Shropshire members talk food production, climate and the environment at their annual open meeting with NFU Deputy President Stuart Roberts.
nfu shropshire members talk food production, climate and the environment
and at the same time create a favorable environment for our peaceful development, and contribute our wisdom and solutions to global issues," the ambassador said. He noted that throughout the

envoy: china part of solutions, not problems, in world
Federal Minister for Science and Technology, Senator Shibli Faraz on Monday said that the government was facilitating the academia as

govt facilitates research to provide solutions to indigenous problems: shibli faraz
Bunkerspot provides news, in-depth analysis, expert comment and price indications for the global marine fuels industry

global: winner of vps innovation in sustainability award 2021 announced
US-based Deep Isolation, a specialist in used fuel and high-level waste (HLW) storage and disposal solutions, announced that it had acquired Freestone Environmental Services, a multi-discipline

deep isolation acquires freestone environmental services sustainable solutions to address the sector’s environmental impact. That’s why I am very pleased to see the Charter come to fruition at a time when we are truly seeing a collective global movement

the global self-care federation: consumer health sector commits to industry-wide environmental charter
Fujitsu Ltd and Israel's Autofleet Ltd have agreed to embark on global strategic cooperation to develop sustainable logistics solutions and contribute to the resolution of issues including labor

fujitsu, israel's autofleet embark on global strategic cooperation

environmental solutions specialist secures £500k npif funding, opens lancashire laboratory
Benchmark Digital (Benchmark), a leading provider of cloud-based Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) software solutions invites you to a virtual ESG Executive Collaboration Forum on December 8,

media advisory: benchmark digital, esg-focused executives to host forum on global regulation, climate strategy, data management, and other esg issues
In one of the fastest Series A funding rounds of the year, Grip Security, a SaaS security startup founded in February 2021, has secured a total of $25M since its inception. The new $19M Series A round

grip security raises $25m in 9 months to displace legacy casb solutions
Concentra Bank and Cinchy recognized as having "Best COVID Response Technology" in 22nd annual Banking Technology Awards win.

concentra bank and cinchy share award for ‘best core banking solution provider for covid-19 rapid response’
Two problems, one solution Although carbon dioxide is more abundant in the atmosphere, methane's global warming potential a professor of civil and environmental engineering in Stanford's

researchers reveal how to turn a global warming liability into a profitable food security solution
"China is not part of the problems in the same time create a favorable environment for our peaceful development and contribute our wisdom and solutions to global issues," Qin said.

envoy: china part of world's solutions, not its problems
But wastewater treatment from a major contributor to environmental pollution - agriculture - tends to be overlooked, despite the facts that this industry uses the largest amount of antimicrobials, 70%

protecting environmental water from antimicrobial resistance
In fact, global The problem is not only the blah, blah, blah of politicians, but
the bang, bang, bang of greenwashing Andrea Xieu, Futuros Indígenas At least 1,005 environmental and land

‘a death sentence’: indigenous climate activists denounce cop26 deal
This report estimates that the industry’s share comprises 2 per cent (1.025 gigatons CO2eq) of annual global solution here, no silver financial bullet to make the problems go away.

the trillion dollar question: how to fix the fashion industry
Worth found climate deniers in many of the schools she visited, like a high school environmental education on global warming. Guy Smallman / Getty Images But the problem is much larger than

public schools are failing students on climate change
Amir told me: “Plastic pollution is a global crisis affecting people “I’ve been passionate about environmental issues for as long as I can remember which is why I want to help

how communal businesses are adapting to environmental concerns
EXCLUSIVE: Management and production company Inner Voice Artists (IVA) is teaming with a pair of environmental as they discuss possible solutions to the problems the Earth is facing, with

inner voice artists teams with environmental activists céline cousteau & lilly platt on docuseries
Protecting marine environments and ensuring the ocean’s sustainability is a global issue cooperation to deal with international environmental problems, not to mention a South China Sea

how science diplomacy can help avert a south china sea ecological disaster
Environmental “Climate change is a global problem. This partnership highlights Aspiration’s opportunity to bring its innovative suite of integrated corporate solutions to sovereign

qfza, aspiration join forces to bring sustainability services to region
DJI announces partnership with AnimaMundi Ocean Data Solutions to build the first every coastline – and yet there is currently no global data documenting the size, location, and evolution of the

dji partner with animamundi ocean data solutions
As a result of this global environmental problem, thousands of people (mainly minimal impact on the environment.” “Nature-based solutions to climate change: A boy takes in air from a plant

16 inspirational winning photos of environmental photographer of the year 2021
Participation in the narratives serves as informal survey instrument, giving researchers feedback from students and visitors on campus on issues from parking to environmental which solutions can

campus testbeds pilot smart city solutions to climate threats
This past week, the Environmental grid communities – issues that trouble many countries and international organizations, desperately needing the right technological solutions.

Israel’s answer for global climate change - opinion
It brings communities together in search of solutions for social and environmental problems. The focus is to empower people to develop systems that meet community needs with respect for the planet.

here are 5 indigenous eco-charities to support
These disparities aren’t only in the global south. In wealthier nations young leaders organizing rallies and events for environmental issues are often young women. But this leadership

gender equity and climate change are intertwined
Global Grad Show is a program for graduates in universities across the world whose research and ideas offer solutions to help solve major social and environmental issues. Launched in 2015 and now

delivering impact at scale: the transformative effect of startup ecosystems
From Devine’s research on social and environmental issues in Latin
America, she determined that four consumer goods are responsible for the majority of global deforestation: beef, soy